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a b s t r a c t
Acoustic reduction for repeated words could be the result of articulation and motor practice (Lam & Watson, 2014), facilitated production (Gahl, Yao, & Johnson, 2012; Kahn &
Arnold, 2015), or audience design and shared common ground (Galati & Brennan, 2010).
We sought to narrow down what kind of facilitation leads to repetition reduction.
Repetition could, in principle, facilitate production on a conceptual, lexical, phonological,
articulatory, or acoustic level (Kahn & Arnold, 2015). We compared the durations of the
second utterance of a target word when the initial production was aloud or silent. The
silent presentation either involved unmouthed or mouthed inner speech. Overt production,
unmouthed and mouthed inner speech all led to reduction in target word onsets, but target
word durations were only shortened when a word was initially said aloud. In an additional
experiment, we found that prior naming of a homophone of the target word also led to
duration reduction. The results suggest that repetition reduction occurs when there is a
recently experienced auditory memory of the item. We propose that duration may be
controlled in part by auditory feedback during production, the use of which can be primed
by recent auditory experience.
Ó 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Acoustic reduction is a change in the speech signal that
makes an utterance, or part of it, less prominent. Reduction
is multidimensional: reduced words are shorter in duration, more co-articulated, quieter, and have ﬂatter pitch
contours (Bard et al., 2000; Bell, Brenier, Gregory, Girand,
& Jurafsky, 2009; Fowler & Housum, 1987). Words that
are acoustically less prominent are often predictable (e.g.
Aylett & Turk, 2004; Bell et al., 2009), in common ground,
and given (Bard et al., 2000). Repeated and predictable
words may be reduced because they are easy to produce
by speakers (Gahl, Yao, & Johnson, 2012) and easy for
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listeners to understand (Lieberman, 1963). One claim is
that reduction is an emergent property of the production
system; speakers reduce when production is facilitated or
easy. This paper explores the production components that
contribute to reduction that is associated with repeated
words, which we call repetition reduction. If a speaker says,
‘‘I saw a clown the other day. The clown was unhappy,’’ the
second utterance of clown will typically be reduced.
One hypothesis proposed by Kahn and Arnold (2012,
2015) is that priming at any level of production leads to
reduction, including repetition reduction. Under the facilitation reduction hypothesis, facilitation can arise from priming if it occurs at the conceptual, syntactic, lexical,
phonological, or articulatory level. In a referential communication task, Kahn and Arnold (2012) found that referring
expressions were reduced both when a speaker could
anticipate the target to be named from the affordances of
the task and when that referent had been previously
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mentioned, suggesting that priming at conceptual and lexical levels can lead to reduction. Similarly, Bell et al. (2009)
found a correlation between word duration and predictability, frequency, and repetition. They argued that
duration reduction is linked to the ease of lexical retrieval.
An alternative hypothesis is that effects of facilitation
on repetition reduction are limited to just the phonological
representations that support articulation. Some evidence
from the literature supports this hypothesis. In a referential communication task, Lam and Watson (2010) found
that words that were expected were produced with less
intensity than words that were unexpected, but words that
were repeated were produced with shorter durations, suggesting that the phonological priming that arises from repetition is more strongly linked to duration than the
cognitive factors that underlie speaker expectations. In
another study, Lam and Watson (2014) investigated
whether the givenness of a referent or the givenness of a
name were critical for repetition reduction. In a picture
description task, they found that reduction only occurred
when a referring expression was repeated, independent
of whether the referent was new or given. Furthermore,
repetition of a referent by itself did not lead to reduction.
Similarly, Kahn and Arnold (2015) found that simply hearing a word on the ﬁrst trial was sufﬁcient to create reduction when that word was then said aloud (see also Bard
et al., 2000). These results, like the previous ones, suggest
that reduction has some basis in the priming of the form
of the word, and that word form may have a privileged
effect on word duration.
Additional evidence for the form-facilitation hypothesis
comes from work by Kahn and Arnold (2015). In their
study, participants described two events in which objects
undergo simple actions (e.g. ‘‘The cat shrinks’’, ‘‘The barn
ﬂashes’’, or ‘‘The artichoke spins’’). In congruent conditions,
the noun in the second sentence (e.g. ‘‘cat’’, ‘‘barn’’) was
mentioned in the ﬁrst. In the incongruent condition, the
noun in the second utterance was new. Critically, Kahn
and Arnold also conducted a study in which the ﬁrst utterance was just a single noun. They manipulated whether
that noun was spoken aloud or produced as inner speech.
The second utterances were entire sentences and were
always aloud. This inner speech manipulation allowed
Kahn and Arnold to probe the level of production at which
facilitation occurs and which levels affect reduction. Inner
speech lacks sound and articulation, and has been argued
to be phonologically impoverished. Nonetheless, it is conceptually and even lexically just as rich as overt speech
(Oppenheim & Dell, 2008). Finding robust repetition reduction in duration when the ﬁrst utterance is produced as
inner speech would suggest that priming lower-level linguistic, articulatory, and auditory representations is not
necessary for reduction.
Kahn and Arnold (2015) found that inner speech and
overt speech led to speeded production in congruent conditions, most dramatically for the time to start the sentence, thus demonstrating that priming at higher levels
in the production system can speed the time to articulation. For the actual duration of the second target word,
Kahn and Arnold found that congruent targets were
22 ms shorter than incongruent ones in aloud trials, while

there was only a 2 ms shortening in inner speech trials.
Because repetition reduction only occurred in the aloud
condition and not in the inner speech condition, these data
suggest that reduction depends on engaging form-based
representations that accompany overt articulation, including low-level phonological, articulatory, or auditory
representations.
In the present study, we examine more fully the extent
to which repetition reduction is the result of articulation,
as opposed to other mechanisms. First, we sought to replicate the results of Kahn and Arnold’s (2015) inner speech
study in a more highly powered experiment. The goal
was to determine whether there was any effect of facilitation on reduction in an inner speech condition. The presence of reduction in an inner speech condition would
suggest that priming lexical or message level representations in production can potentially lead to repetition
reduction. If priming only occurs in overt speech, this
would suggest that only priming lower-level, form-based
representations affects the duration of words.
In the ﬁrst two experiments, we examined whether
unmouthed (Experiment 1) and mouthed (Experiment 2)
inner speech led to duration reduction. Speakers described
two events, each containing a noun that could be either
repeated (referred to as congruent in Kahn and Arnold) or
not repeated (incongruent). Both types of inner speech are
silent, but mouthed inner speech engages articulatory processes. Oppenheim and Dell (2008, 2010) found that mental speech errors made during mouthed inner speech
showed the classic phonetic similarity effect – similar consonants were more likely to exchange with each other –
but this effect was diminished in unmouthed inner speech.
Unmouthed inner speech thus appears to lack full access to
the phonological details of a word, while this information
is available to mouthed inner speech. If articulatory practice contributes to reduction, we should expect repetition
reduction with mouthed inner speech, but not unmouthed
inner speech. If repetition reduction is linked to facilitation
at higher levels of the production system, we expect repetition reduction in both mouthed and unmouthed inner
speech.
Experiment 1
Method
Participants
Participants were 55 native speakers of English who
were recruited through the University of Illinois Paid
Subject Pool. Each person received $8 for their participation in the study.
Materials
A total of 96 colorized images from the Snodgrass and
Vanderwart (1980) dataset (Rossion & Pourtois, 2004)
were used, following Lam and Watson (2010). 48 of these
images were designated as the critical items. From these
critical items, 24 pairs were created (e.g. pear-ruler,
axe-rooster). There was no phonological overlap between
the names of pair members.
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Design
On each trial, participants were presented with an array
of four objects. Then two events occurred. First, one object
(the prime) shrank, and then another object (the target)
ﬂashed. The participant described both events. On half of
the critical trials, the prime and the target were the same
referent (repeated condition), and in the other half, they
were different (not repeated). Whether the prime was produced aloud or not was also manipulated. In half of the
critical trials, the prime event was said as unmouthed
inner speech, and in the other half of the critical trials
the primes were said as overt speech. In all cases, the target
events were described overtly.
The experiment was separated into two blocks, one
block with overtly produced primes, and one with
inner-speech primes. The order of these blocks was counterbalanced. Each trial consisted of a shrinking–ﬂashing
event pair. Each block began with 8 ﬁller trials during
which the experimenter monitored the participant’s
understanding of the task. After completion of the ﬁrst
block (a total of 80 trials), participants switched to the
other prime type and continued for another 80 trials.
Filler trials contained 4 pictures with dissimilar names
from a ﬁller set of 48 images. There were a total of 24 critical trials, with 12 critical trials in the ﬁrst block, and 12
critical trials in the second block. For any given participant
there were six critical items in each of the four conditions
crossing repetition and prime production form. Critical trials contained 2 unique images (the prime and target) and 2
images that had also appeared in the ﬁller trials. There
were a total of 160 trials. Thus, with 24 critical trials (half
of which were repeated mentions), the target was a repetition of the prime on 7.5% of all trials.
The particular trials experienced by each participant
were determined as follows. Because there were four
potential prime contexts (inner/overt speech  repetition),
four lists of trials were created to counterbalance the items
across subjects. To minimize order effects, each list was
also reversed, yielding eight lists. In Kahn and Arnold
(2015), participants were told to name the object in their
heads silently (‘‘alligator’’), while in this study participants
were told to produce an entire utterance (e.g. ‘‘The alligator
is shrinking’’) either as inner speech or overtly depending
on the block. The design in the present study makes the
prime sentences more analogous to conversational speech.

Procedure
Participants were instructed to describe the events, e.g.
‘‘The alligator shrinks’’ or ‘‘The clown ﬂashes’’ following a
prompt that appeared immediately after the termination
of each shrinking or ﬂashing event, which started the
recording. During the overt speech block, participants said
the prime sentence aloud. In the inner speech block, participants were instructed to say the prime sentence as inner
speech such that they could ‘‘hear’’ the sentence in their
head, but without moving their mouths. Due to the
blocked nature of the experiment, it was always clear to
the participant what type of production was required for
the prime. The target phrase was always said aloud. Once
they completed the description of each event, participants
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clicked the mouse to end the recording and move on to the
next event.

Results
The key results concern the target word onsets and
durations across conditions. Target word onsets were
deﬁned as the length of time from the beginning of the
recording to the target word, including the determiners
when participants produced them. The duration of the
word ‘‘the’’ in the target sentences is therefore included
in target word onset time. Durations are deﬁned as the
entirety of the target word, from the end of ‘‘the’’ to the
beginning of ‘‘ﬂashes’’.
Coders completed target segmentation by hand in Praat
(Boersma & Weenink, 2014) using the spectrogram and the
waveform. Coders were blind to the experimental conditions that generated the target trials. This was accomplished by presenting each utterance to coders in
isolation. All recordings were shufﬂed and renamed so that
coders could not know from what condition the target
utterance originated. Coders were told to segment out
the target word such that it was not identiﬁable as anything other than the target, did not contain sounds from
the article such as the schwa, and were taught the spectroR
gram forms for transitions between fricatives ([s] to [f], [ ]
to [f]). To check the reliability of the coding system, a second coder (the ﬁrst author) separately coded all of the trials of three participants (a total of 792 trials). These were
compared to the primary coding results, taking the absolute value, yielding an average difference of 2 ms (with
standard deviation of this measure of only 3 ms) in total
duration for the target word.
For statistical hypothesis testing, the target word onsets
and durations were log transformed, then centered with
respect to the grand average and scaled according to the
standard deviation of the entire sample. Due to the log
transform, the reported coefﬁcient estimates resulting
from the analyses do not directly translate to the reported
millisecond differences. The models used for analysis are
maximal mixed effects models with random slopes and
intercepts by items and by participants. The random slopes
in these models are those justiﬁed by the 2-by-2 factorial
design, which in this case includes repetition, prime form,
and their interaction. These factors were sum coded.
Models were built using the R package lme4 version
1.1-7 (Bates, Maechler, & Bolker, 2012). We take t values
to approximate z scores and assume that absolute values
above 1.96 are signiﬁcant in a two-tailed test. All signiﬁcance levels represent a two-tailed test unless otherwise
speciﬁed.
Only target (‘‘ﬂashing’’) utterances are considered in
these analyses, and only those where the name matched
the most common label in the Snodgrass and Vanderwart
(1980) materials were included. Whenever the prime or
the target ‘‘rabbit’’, ‘‘refrigerator’’, and ‘‘grasshopper’’, was
called by an alternate name (e.g. ‘‘bunny’’, ‘‘fridge’’ and
‘‘cricket’’, respectively), the entire trial (both the prime
and the target) was rejected. If speakers made a disﬂuency,
restarted, or mispronounced the prime or target, the target
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Discussion
The results from Experiment 1 suggest that repetition in
unmouthed inner speech and overt speech leads to
reduced target word onset times, but only repetition in
overt speech leads to reduced duration. Overall, these data
conﬁrm some aspects of the facilitation reduction hypothesis. Priming the production system does have consequences for the speed of utterance production. However,
priming different levels of the production system has different consequences for target word onsets and durations.
The fact that target words are reduced in duration following repeated overt primes suggests that a non-conceptual,
possibly audition- or articulation-mediated priming mechanism within the production system governs word duration. Thus, the lack of reduction for repeating referents
after inner speech is inconsistent with a theory in which
repetition reduction of a word results from facilitation at
any level of the production system.

Table 1
Fixed effects for Experiment 1 onsets.
Predictor
Prime form (overt baseline)
Repetition
Prime form  Repetition
(Intercept)

Estimate
0.16
0.08
0.03
0.03

SE

t

0.04
0.03
0.04
0.14

t values over 1.96 are signiﬁcant to p < .05 with a two-tailed test.

4.30
3.13
0.71
0.21

Table 2
Fixed effects for Experiment 1 durations.
Predictor

Estimate

Prime form (overt baseline)
Repetition
Prime form  Repetition
(Intercept)

SE

0.14
0.09
0.15
0.03

t

0.08
0.18
0.07
0.14

1.84
0.50
2.14
0.21

t values over 1.96 are signiﬁcant to p < .05 with a two-tailed test.

Onsets – Exp. 1
950

Target word onsets in ms

was excluded as well. Additionally, when the participant
said the prime sentence aloud but should have said it as
inner speech, the corresponding targets were excluded
from the analyses. Overall, 101 out of 1320 total trials
meeting these criteria were removed.
We ﬁrst consider target word onsets. Repeated targets
were produced earlier than non-repeated targets,
(668 ms versus 732 ms; b = 0.08, t = 3.13). Target word
onsets in the inner speech condition were signiﬁcantly
later than in the overt speech condition (773 ms versus
628 ms; b = 0.16, t = 4.30). There was no interaction
between these two factors (b = 0.03, t = 0.71), suggesting that repetition speeds up target word onsets to a similar extent regardless of the production form of the ﬁrst
utterance. These results are reported in Table 1.
To examine the effects of the manipulations on word
duration, we again built a model to test for main effects
of repetition, prime sentence form, and their interaction.
There was a signiﬁcant interaction between prime form
and repetition, such that only targets following overt
primes were reduced (b = 0.15, t = 2.14). Repeated targets following overt primes were shorter than repeated
targets following covert primes (17 ms shorter versus
6 ms longer). There was no main effect of repetition (435
versus 440 ms; b = 0.09, t = 0.50). These ﬁndings are
numerically similar to those of Kahn and Arnold (2015),
who found a 2 ms repetition reduction effect for duration
following inner speech primes, but a 22 ms effect for overt
primes. These results are reported in Table 2. Figs. 1 and 2
depict the results for target word onsets and durations in
this experiment, respectively.

not repeated
repeated

850
750
650
550
450
inner speech

aloud

Fig. 1. Experiment 1: Repetition reduces target word onsets. Error bars
represent one standard error as assessed by the statistical model.

Durations – Exp. 1
475

Target word durations in ms

40

not repeated
repeated
450

425

400

375
inner speech

aloud

Fig. 2. Experiment 1: Repetition shortens durations after overt speech.
Error bars represent one standard error as assessed by the statistical
model.

One potential explanation for the lack of an effect of
repetition on duration in the inner-speech conditions is
that participants did not actually retrieve the lexical labels
of the primes. That is, they did not produce the primes
inwardly as instructed. However, we think this is unlikely
because the repetition priming effect for target word
onsets in the inner speech condition was as robust as the
effect in the overt speech condition. Studies of repetition
priming effects in naming have concluded that object
recognition and conceptual identiﬁcation processes contribute additively with processes associated with lexical
access, and moreover that lexical repetition contributes
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Experiment 2
Method
Participants
Participants were 30 native English speakers from the
University of Illinois Paid Subject Pool. Each person
received $8 for their participation in the study.
Procedure
The materials and design were the same as in
Experiment 1. However, there was a difference in the task.
Participants in the inner speech stages of the experiment
were told to mouth the prime sentences, as if they were
trying to tell someone what had happened from across
the room without letting others know.
Results
The models were built in the same way as Experiment
1. We removed trials where participants did not name
the object with its prototypical label or produced the prime
aloud in the inner speech condition, resulting in the loss of
105 trials.
As in Experiment 1, we ﬁrst examined the effect of repetition on target word onsets. Repeated targets had earlier

target word onsets than non-repeated targets (620 ms versus 680 ms, b = 0.05, t = 2.05). Target word onsets following mouthed inner speech primes were later than
targets following overt primes (685 versus 615 ms),
though this difference was only marginal (b = 0.10,
t = 1.81, p < .10). The target word onset results are shown
in Fig. 3 and summarized in Table 3. As in Experiment 1,
there was no interaction (b = 0.02, t = 0.30).
As in Experiment 1, repetition reduction was greater in
the condition in which the primes had been said in overt
speech (15 ms shorter in duration for targets following
overt versus 0 ms shorter for targets following covert
primes), but unlike Experiment 1, the relevant interaction
was not signiﬁcant. Given the ﬁndings of Experiment 1,
we tested for the predicted reduction in duration in the
overt condition as a result of repetition, and found a marginal effect in the expected direction (b = 0.035,
t = 1.58, p = .06, one-tailed test). These results are shown
in Fig. 4 and summarized in Table 4.

Experiments 1 and 2 cross-experiment analysis
Although the effects of Experiments 1 and 2 were quite
similar in pattern, the effects of repetition on duration in
Experiment 2 were not statistically robust. In order to
assess the robustness of the effects and compare the differences in the effects across the experiments, we analyzed
both experiments together with experiment as an additional ﬁxed-effect interaction term. We assessed the role
of repetition, prime form, and the interaction between
these two factors across the two experiments. For target
word onsets, the main effect of repetition was preserved,
(b = 0.13, t = 2.77), with earlier target word onsets in
utterances containing repeated targets. Similarly, we found
that the main effect of prime form was still robust, such
that target utterances following covert primes led to significantly later target word onsets (b = 0.13, t = 5.06).
There was no interaction between these factors. We considered the possibility that the effects of prime form and
repetition might vary by experiment. The experiment factor did not interact with any of the ﬁxed effects or their

Onsets – Exp. 2
850

Target word onsets in ms

the lion’s share of whole repetition priming effect (Francis,
Corral, Jones, & Sáenz, 2008). Given this, the near identity
of the repetition priming effects for target word onset time
in the inner and overt conditions must involve the contribution of priming from lexical access. Thus, we can rule out
the possibility that differences in repetition priming for
duration are the result of participant non-compliance.
An additional concern is that the verbs might be
accented in such a way that would interact with the durations of target words. To assess this possibility we ran an
additional model looking at the prosodic features of the
word ‘‘ﬂashes’’ as a function of repetition, prime form,
and the interaction of these. We examined mean F0, max
F0, and verb duration. Both verbs said after repeated inner
speech and repeated overt speech were equally accented
(150 Hz) and similar in duration (779 versus 766 ms,
respectively). We found no statistically signiﬁcant differences across the groups for any of the prosodic measures
on the verb, suggesting that the verbs in the target clause
were not differentially accented due to the experimental
condition they were in. Given all of these considerations,
the most straightforward account of the results is that
the overt articulation of the noun or its auditory consequence is necessary for reduction when it is repeated.
In Experiment 2, we examined whether or not having
access to the articulators and the motor plans for articulatory gestures is critical. Participants performed a mouthed
inner speech variant of Experiment 1. Mouthed inner
speech shares more of the articulatory phonetic properties
of overt speech, but lacks sound (Oppenheim & Dell, 2010).
If such representations play a role in repetition reduction,
we should ﬁnd repetition reduction effects for both target
word onsets and durations when the primes are mouthed.

not repeated
repeated
750

650

550

450
mouthed speech

aloud

Fig. 3. Experiment 2: Repetition reduces target word onsets. Error bars
represent one standard error as assessed by the statistical model.
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Table 3
Fixed effects for Experiment 2 onsets.
Predictor

Table 5
Fixed effects for Experiment 1 and 2 onsets.
Estimate

Prime form (overt baseline)
Repetition
Prime form  Repetition
(Intercept)

0.10
0.05
0.02
0.01

SE

t

0.05
0.03
0.05
0.13

Predictor
1.81
2.05
0.30
0.09

t values over 1.96 are signiﬁcant to p < .05 with a two-tailed test.

Durations – Exp. 2

Estimate

Prime form (overt baseline)
Repetition
Prime form  Repetition
Experiment (1 baseline)
Experiment  Prime form
Experiment  Repetition
Experiment  Prime form  Repetition
(Intercept)

0.13
0.13
0.004
0.04
0.04
0.01
0.01
0.07

SE

t

0.03
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.14

5.06
2.77
0.30
1.57
1.47
1.31
0.54
0.49

t values over 1.96 are signiﬁcant to p < .05 with a two-tailed test.

Target word durations in ms

475

not repeated
repeated

Table 6
Fixed effects for Experiment 1 and 2 durations.

450

Predictor
Prime form (overt baseline)
Repetition
Prime form  Repetition
Experiment (1 baseline)
Experiment  Prime form
Experiment  Repetition
Experiment  Prime form  Repetition
(Intercept)

425

400

375
mouthed speech

Table 4
Fixed effects for Experiment 2 durations.

Prime form (overt baseline)
Repetition
Prime form  Repetition
(Intercept)

Estimate
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.01

SE

0.14
0.01
0.08
0.02
0.07
0.01
0.01
0.002

SE

t

0.05
0.03
0.03
0.07
0.05
0.01
0.03
0.11

2.71
0.42
2.65
0.27
1.50
0.35
0.34
0.02

t values over 1.96 are signiﬁcant to p < .05 with a two-tailed test.

aloud

Fig. 4. Experiment 2: Repetition shortens durations after overt speech.
Error bars represent one standard error as assessed by the statistical
model.

Predictor

Estimate

t

0.08
0.04
0.07
0.13

0.33
0.97
0.72
0.09

t values over 1.96 are signiﬁcant to p < .05 with a two-tailed test.

interaction. The model for target word onsets is reported in
Table 5.
The analogous model for durations demonstrated that
durations were in general longer following inner speech
primes, an effect largely due to the unmouthed inner
speech in Experiment 1 (b = 0.14, t = 2.71). The critical
interaction between prime form and repetition was robust,
such that effects of repetition on duration reduction were
greater for targets following overt primes than inner
speech primes (b = 0.08, t = 2.65). There was no main
effect of repetition on durations (b = 0.01, t = 0.42).
The magnitudes of the ﬁxed effects and their interactions
did not vary as a function of experiment. The model for
durations is reported in Table 6.
Discussion
In Experiment 2, we tested whether repetition in
mouthed speech led to reduction of the repeated words.
Although repetition led to earlier target word onsets in
both mouthed and overt speech, reduction in target word
duration only occurred for repetition in overt speech.

Together with Experiment 1, these results suggest that,
on the whole, repetition of a word in inner speech does
not lead to reduction on the target words. Furthermore,
they suggest that even priming aspects of the production
system that are engaged in articulation is not sufﬁcient
for repetition reduction. The data from these experiments
suggest that the word must actually be uttered in order
for repetition reduction to occur. In both Experiments 1
and 2, uttering the word led to reduction, while priming
the production system up to the point of articulation did
not. Why might this be?
If we put these results together with the ﬁndings by
Kahn and Arnold (2012, 2015) and Bard et al. (2000) that
hearing a word spoken by another person can lead a
speaker to reduce, we can hypothesize that the critical feature for reduction is the existence of a recent auditory
record of the word. Such an auditory record may stimulate
the speaker to infer that any potential audience has
recently heard the word and hence it can be reduced without penalty to comprehension (Galati & Brennan, 2010).
Alternately, the auditory record may play a more automatic role in the production process. Perhaps if a word’s
form has been recently heard for whatever reason, it
causes reduction (e.g. Kahn & Arnold, 2015). Others have
proposed that memory that a word has been said permits
speakers to produce less intelligible word forms (Bard
et al., 2000). We know that, in general, there are strong
interactions between speech perception and production
(e.g. Tian & Poeppel, 2013), which is consistent with the
general view that prior audition can affect production.
Tian and Poeppel (2013), though, also found that individuals’ brains show different patterns of activation when they
heard their own productions played back to them than
when another person’s productions were played twice.
This speciﬁc ﬁnding might motivate an expectation that
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repetition reduction effects might differ depending on
whether the prior auditory experience of the word was
from oneself or from another. In any case, we must consider the mechanisms whereby the auditory record affects
production.
Later, in the ‘General discussion’, we will offer a speciﬁc
hypothesis about how recent hearing of a word could lead
to reduction. But for now, it is important to test a prediction of the hypothesis that an auditory record of the word
form causes repetition reduction, because this appears to
be the simplest possible conclusion from our two experiments, as well as the prior research of Kahn and Arnold
(2012, 2015). Consequently, in Experiment 3, we ask
whether priming targets with their homophones leads to
reduction.
There is some indication in the literature that processing a word later facilitates its homophone mate
(Wheeldon & Monsell, 1992), and some that it does not
(Fowler, 1988). Furthermore, there is evidence that members of a homophone pair are not necessarily produced
identically (Gahl, 2008). Thus there is some uncertainty
about whether or not a homophone prime will lead to
reduction of its mate. But, if it does, such a result would
provide strong support for a repetition reduction mechanism that depends on recent auditory experience with a
word’s form, rather than the word itself.
Experiment 3
Method
Participants
Forty-eight undergraduate students from the University
of Illinois participated in exchange for course credit. All of
the participants were native English speakers.
Materials and design
A total of 142 images were used. A subset of the images
(70) was taken from the colorized versions of the
Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980) drawings by Rossion
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and Pourtois (2004) and the rest were Clipart images.
The stimuli consisted of 21 homophonous pairs (e.g.,
pie-pi), which were the targets in the critical trials. Fifty
additional pairs were assigned as ﬁller stimuli that either
partially overlapped in phonology (e.g., beaker-speaker,
candy-candle) or were unrelated phonologically (e.g.,
apple-bed).
As in Experiments 1 and 2, images for each trial were
presented in a 2  2 display. On every trial, one of the
objects would shrink (the prime), and then one of the
objects would ﬂash (the target). All images were presented
twice in the experiment, once as a shrinking or ﬂashing
object, and once as an unrelated distractor item in the display. The locations of the shrinking and ﬂashing objects
were randomized. An example trial layout is available in
Fig. 5.
There were 71 trials in total. The 21 critical trials were
divided into three conditions, with 7 trials in each. On
homophone trials, the target object was preceded by its
homophone prime. On given trials, the target object was
a repeat of its prime, and on new trials, the target did not
overlap phonologically with its prime. Examples of utterances from each of the conditions are given below:
(a) Homophone: The pie shrinks. The pi ﬂashes.
(b) Given: The pi shrinks. The pi ﬂashes.
(c) New: The house shrinks. The pi ﬂashes.
To reduce the salience of the homophone pairs, the targets in the 50 ﬁller trials were preceded by primes that
partially overlapped in phonology (13), were repeats (13),
or were phonologically new (14). This results in approximately 30% of all trials containing a homophone mention
of any type. Note that on trials that do contain the mention
of a homophone as the target, the odds of either homophone in the pair being the target were equal independent
of the preceding prime. For example, pie and pi both have a
50% chance of being the referent in the target utterance
regardless of whether the prime was a repeat, a homophone, or a new word. Thus, the predictability of the target

Fig. 5. Schematic of screen for Experiment 3 scenes showing a shrinking pie before the production of pi.
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word form is exactly the same for the three conditions
above. The order of the trials was pseudo-randomly permuted, such that two critical trials never appeared in succession. The critical items were counterbalanced using a
Latin square, resulting in three lists. The homophone
prime–target pairs were also reversed to create three more
lists, resulting in six lists in total.
Procedure
To maximize the correct naming of the targets, participants were familiarized with the stimuli prior to the experiment. During this training phase, participants viewed each
image individually with its name printed to the side.
Participants were encouraged to use the names they had
seen in the training phase to describe the shrinking and
ﬂashing objects in the experiment.
The experiment began with three practice trials, of
which two of the targets were repeated mentions and
one was a non-repeated mention. The images in the practice trials were not used in the experimental trials. At the
beginning of a trial, four images appeared on the screen.
After 2 s, the prime image would shrink. Then, after 1 s,
the target image would ﬂash. Unlike in Experiments 1
and 2, in which participants did not begin their utterances
until prompted, participants could describe each event as
soon as they knew what was happening. All trials were
recorded from the start of the scene.
Results
Due to the differences in the methods between
Experiments 1 and 2 and this experiment, we can only present analyses for target word durations. Approximately
7.5% of the trials were excluded because the target was
misnamed or produced with a disﬂuency. As in the previous analyses, we ﬁrst built a maximal mixed effects model
with scaled log target word durations as the outcome
variable.
Target word durations that were pure repetitions of
their primes (e.g. pi-pi) were on average 384 ms long.
Target word durations following homophone primes (e.g.
pie-pi) were 429 ms, and those following completely new
words (e.g. house-pi) were 452 ms long. These results are
summarized in Fig. 6. We used dummy coding to compare
the homophones to the given and new conditions. We
found that when the target words were repeated, they
were signiﬁcantly shorter than when they followed their
homophone primes (b = .33, t = 6.04). However, target
words were nevertheless signiﬁcantly shorter when preceded by a homophone than a phonologically unrelated
prime (b = .13, t = 2.51). The model for this analysis is
reported in Table 7.
We also examined the pitch of the targets in order to
see whether homophones were pitch accented relative to
the given condition; we expected this because the homophones are lexically and conceptually new. Pitch accents
are correlated with lengthening and hyper-articulation
(see Wagner & Watson, 2010 for a review), and we also
know that multiple factors can inﬂuence a word’s prosody.
Thus, it is possible that homophone targets were longer
than one would expect from the fact that its form was

Target word durations in ms
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Fig. 6. Experiment 3: Repetition shortens durations after phonological
experience. Error bars represent one standard error as assessed by the
statistical model.

Table 7
Fixed effects for Experiment 3 durations.
Predictor
Lexical repeat versus homophone
New versus homophone
(Intercept)

Estimate
0.33
0.14
0.08

SE

t

0.06
0.05
0.12

6.04
2.51
0.67

t values over 1.96 are signiﬁcant to p < .05 with a two-tailed test.

primed because it was new and received pitch accenting,
reﬂecting potentially two processes that lead to reduction
of repeated words. In sum, perhaps the homophones are
shorter than new words because of form priming, and
longer than given words because of pitch accenting.
Examining pitch provides evidence that homophones
receive accenting not evident in duration differences.
Both the new targets and the homophone targets differed
from the given targets in F0. Homophones had a signiﬁcantly higher maximum F0 than given words (287 Hz versus 269 Hz; b = 17.84, t = 1.72, p < .05, one-tailed test),
but were just as accented as new words (277 Hz;
b = 10.5, t = 0.95). Homophone and new words’ mean
F0 was marginally higher (181 Hz and 180 Hz, respectively) than the given target (176 Hz; b = 3.98, t = 1.59,
p = .06, one-tailed), but homophones and new words were
not different from each other (b = 1.05, t = 0.42). The
effects are not large, but they suggest that both new words
and homophones were more pitch accented than given
words. Thus, the duration of the homophone target may
be increased by accenting and decreased by priming of
its auditory form. The new condition, in contrast, has only
the accenting increase, and the given condition has only
the form priming decrease.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 3, in particular the 23 ms
reduction for homophone primes, support the prediction
from the view that recent auditory experience of the word
form leads to reduction in duration. They suggest that it is
not necessary to have lexical or conceptual overlap to
achieve reduction. This result is consistent with other
demonstrations of inﬂuences of homophone primes on
subsequent homophones (e.g. Wheeldon & Monsell, 1992).
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Our results are in conﬂict with Fowler’s (1988) study
that did not ﬁnd repetition reduction between ﬁrst and
second mentions of homophones. That study used both list
reading where participants are prone to pacing their productions, thereby reducing lexical and production facilitation effects on duration (Kello & Plaut, 2000, 2003), and
paragraph-length narratives where the homophones were
spaced 10–33 words apart (mean = 21 words). In our
Experiment 3, however, homophones were always two
words apart (the prime verb ‘‘shrinks’’ and the article
before the target noun) and speakers spoke spontaneously.
As we theorize in the ‘General discussion, we believe that
having an auditory memory of a phonological sequence
drives repetition reduction; thus, the reading task and
large, variable amount of intervening linguistic material
between homophones very well could have contributed
to the lack of reduction found in Fowler’s study.
An additional concern is the possibility that duration
reduction on the homophone occurred because attention
was attracted to the target picture after production of the
prime (e.g. Huettig & Hartsuiker, 2010). The homophone
target would then be identiﬁed earlier than new words,
possibly all the way to lexical access, leading to facilitated
production and therefore reduction in duration. However,
the expectation that this beneﬁt would speciﬁcally reduce
duration is inconsistent with the earlier experiments.
There was no evidence of repetition reduction in the inner
speech conditions of Experiments 1 or 2, even though these
conditions led to the target being more quickly identiﬁed
and produced, as seen in the target word onset data. In fact,
the results of Experiment 1 and 2 suggest that facilitated
conceptual or lexical access does not lead to reduction on
the target noun itself. Thus, it is unlikely that incidental
attention to the homophone led to the reduction that we
see in Experiment 3.
Importantly, the amount of reduction for homophone
primes was smaller than the reduction found for lexical
repetition, that is, pi-pi (68 ms) as opposed to pie-pi
(23 ms). This suggests that a purely auditory account of
reduction will not sufﬁce and hence one must also hypothesize an additional inﬂuence, as we did above when we
proposed that the homophone condition is also accented
and that accent may inﬂuence duration. That result aside,
the existence of some duration reduction with homophones is consistent with predictions made from
Experiments 1 and 2, as well as those of similar studies
that have found auditory and articulatory contributions
to repetition reduction (e.g. Bard et al., 2000; Kahn &
Arnold, 2015).

General discussion
In three experiments, we tested the hypothesis that
facilitated retrieval of a lexical item leads to repetition
reduction (Gahl et al., 2012; Kahn & Arnold, 2015) by
manipulating lexical–conceptual repetition, with and without sound-producing articulation (Experiment 1 and 2) and
phonological repetition (Experiment 3). According to the
most general formulation of this theory, facilitation at any
level of production can lead to reduction on any part of
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the utterance. We, however, were interested in the factors
that lead to repetition reduction on a target noun that
was repeated or not (e.g. Kahn & Arnold, 2015; Lam &
Watson, 2010, 2014). Experiments 1 and 2 found that the
repetition of a word that was previously produced as
mouthed or unmouthed inner speech resulted in a reduction in target word onset time, but not target word duration. Only repeated words spoken aloud led to repetition
reduction in target word durations. Based on the present
results and those of Kahn and Arnold (2015), we speciﬁcally
predicted that the repetition of phonological forms, rather
than lexical items or concepts, should lead to duration
reduction on the repeated words. The reduction of a word
following the utterance of its homophone in Experiment 3
suggests that repetition reduction can result from prior
production of a word’s form, even when it constitutes a different lexical item. We acknowledge that, at present, the
ﬁeld lacks a complete understanding of how homophones
interact in production. That said, a prediction from our
account was that the duration of the homophone target
would be reduced, and this result was obtained. This experiment, together with Experiments 1 and 2, is consistent
with the conclusion that the speaker must have recently
heard the word’s form for it to be subsequently reduced.
One potential explanation for these results is that
speakers modulate the forms of their utterances for the listener (Bard & Aylett, 2004; Galati & Brennan, 2010). Under
such an audience design account, the key variable is
whether a word is given or new with respect to the discourse as experienced by the listener. Listeners may prefer
for given words to be reduced and for new words to be
lengthened because doing so evens out the rate at which
information is conveyed (Aylett & Turk, 2004).
Alternatively, because the word is active in the discourse,
speakers can exert less effort and produce a less intelligible, reduced version of a given word (Aylett & Turk,
2004; Bard et al., 2000; Fowler, 1988). Finally, listeners
may use reduction as a cue to givenness because that is
how speakers, for whatever reason, tend to produce given
words. Consequently, speakers work to match these expectations. If any of these accounts are correct, they explain
the lack of reduction in the inner speech conditions of
Experiments 1 and 2; because the target in the second
mention has not been introduced into common ground, it
should not be reduced.
Some of the results, however, contradict an audience
design account. First of all, participants in our experiments
are not actually addressing an audience in the task, and
repetition reduction was still observed. Furthermore, the
presence of an audience has been shown in several similar
studies to not be necessary for repetition reduction (Kahn
& Arnold, 2015; Lam & Watson, 2010, 2014). Of course, it
is possible that speakers assume that there is a virtual listener for any speech they produce, and then adjust their
linguistic choices accordingly. However, the results from
Experiment 3 are more difﬁcult to explain under an audience design account. Under such an account, speakers
would not reduce or might even be expected to lengthen
the second mention of a homophone pair to signal a contrast (Baese-Berk & Goldrick, 2009; Buz, Jaeger, &
Tanenhaus, 2014).
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Perhaps speakers instead engage in what we call ‘‘audience design by proxy’’. Speakers may intend to reduce for
their listeners, but they may have trouble keeping track
of the history of the conversation as well as the perspective
of the listener (Epley, Keysar, Van Boven, & Gilovich, 2004;
Keysar & Henly, 2002), or they may even not remember
whether they or their partner ﬁrst said the word (Bard
et al., 2000). In contrast to audience design accounts,
Bard et al. (2000) proposed that repetition reduction in
duration is due, not to audience design, but rather
speaker-internal processes. Speakers who have produced
something once and believe it to have been understood
can exert less effort during the second production.
Speakers may use their own auditory memory for
whether a word was recently produced as a proxy for
direct knowledge that their conversation partner heard a
word (see a similar proposal at the discourse level by
Keysar & Henly, 2002). This view explains the inner speech
ﬁndings for Experiments 1 and 2. In the inner speech conditions, the speaker has no auditory memory of the prime
word. If an auditory memory functions as the speaker’s
model of the listener’s representation of the discourse,
they would fail to reduce targets in both mouthed and
unmouthed inner speech conditions. The results from
Experiment 3 also support this view. In that study, homophones are reduced because the speaker has an auditory
memory of saying pie, but their memory is also consistent
with saying pi. Because the speaker consults their own
auditory memory for whether a word was introduced into
the common ground or not, the speaker fails to keep the
homophone word durations as long as if they had been a
ﬁrst mention. In the ﬁnal section, we introduce the possibility that the online processing of auditory feedback

enables speakers to access their (potentially faulty) memory of the entities that have been introduced into the discourse, and to have that access affect word durations.
Facilitation of production by priming the online processing of
auditory feedback
Auditory feedback plays an important role in controlling speech production (e.g. see Guenther, 2014; Hickok,
2014, for recent reviews). Not only is feedback used to
learn how to correctly produce sounds, it is also used in
an immediate, on-line fashion to keep track of where the
production process is (update the ‘‘internal model’’) and
detect and correct for deviations between expected and
actual feedback. The effect of delaying auditory feedback
leading to lengthening and disﬂuency (e.g. Fairbanks,
1955) is a classic demonstration of feedback’s role in
production.
We propose that repetition reduction is controlled in
part by auditory feedback. When the feedback is processed
as expected, the production process moves rapidly through
its planned sequence of states and the word is produced
with a correspondingly short duration (see Fig. 7, which
represents these states as phonemes, but that is not a necessary assumption). When the feedback is less efﬁciently
processed, the production process will move more slowly
and the word will be longer.
We further propose that a recent auditory memory for
the form of the word can increase the efﬁciency of feedback processing, thus leading to reduction. The auditory
memory can come after the overt production of a word,
or from having overheard the word from someone else.
This mechanism can explain why our ﬁrst two experiments

Fig. 7. Schematic of sequential ordering in word repetition. In this model, each stage in the phonological output depends on the phonetic output. In general,
each phoneme waits for enough evidence that the previous phoneme has been produced. The next phoneme in a sequence is determined by the word’s
phonological structure. After a phoneme has been produced, the links between word-level phonology and the acoustic targets cue the beginning of the next
phonological segment. When a word is repeated, the activation of the concept is stronger, as well as the connections between the acoustic output and the
next phoneme of the word.
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Fig. 8. In the case of homophones (e.g. pie and pi), we assume identical phonological representations (/pai/). When pie is produced, the transitions between
the same phonemes relevant for pi are strengthened. However, because pi is a different word, conceptual or semantic priming cannot occur, leaving it only
with the strengthened acoustic cues from the ﬁrst word, pie.

found that repetition reduced target word onsets, but not
target word durations, in the inner speech conditions.
The prior production of a word by a speaker, regardless
of whether it was aloud, leads to speeded access to the
beginning of the word (i.e., getting to the starting state in
the production of cat in Fig. 7). This prior production can
be assumed to prime the pathways that lead to the starting
state and hence faster target word onsets.
The duration of the word, however, is controlled less
from the efﬁciency of these higher pathways, and instead
by the efﬁciency of the processing of the auditory feedback.
When the word has recently been heard, the
feedback-guided
transition
process
between
the
phonological-acoustic states is rapid, leading to shorter
durations. When there is no auditory memory of the prior
production, as in the inner speech conditions of our studies, there is consequently no reduction from the prior production. That is, this process is not primed. An auditory
memory of pie, which shares some phonological representations with its homophone, speeds up the processing of
feedback for pi, leading to partial reduction on the homophone (see Fig. 8), which also receives accenting by virtue
of being new to the discourse.
To conclude, the data support the facilitation reduction
hypothesis, but in a very speciﬁc way. Reduction of
repeated words is caused by facilitation (priming) of the
production component that uses sound to guide articulation. The factors that inﬂuence higher planning levels, such
as lexical access or conceptual familiarity, come into play

prior to the articulation of the repeated words themselves,
contributing to the shortened target word onsets (including the duration of the pre-target determiner; Arnold,
Hudson Kam, & Tanenhaus, 2007). We supported these
claims in two ways, ﬁrst by showing that silent production,
even when it is articulated (mouthed), does not lead to
reduction on the target word, and second, by showing that
repetition of a homophone leads to reduction, as we predicted. These effects arise, we propose, from the natural
processing of the production system, possibly through
the processing of auditory feedback. We further speculate
that these processes create a kind of audience design by
proxy. Speakers do not have to explicitly track what their
audience has heard in order to reduce appropriately.
Rather, their own auditory memory does the trick and, if
our feedback explanation is correct, this memory automatically creates the reduction.
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Appendix A

Table 1

Table 2

Items – Experiment 1
and 2

Items –
Experiment 3
Homophone
A

Homophone
B

arc
base
capital
colonel
cue
currant
cymbal
doe
fairy
ﬂour
genes
hair
knight
leak
moose
muscle
oar
pi
plain
rain
stake

ark
bass
capitol
kernel
queue
current
symbol
dough
ferry
ﬂower
jeans
hare
night
leek
mousse
mussel
ore
pie
plane
rein
steak

alligator
apple
axe
ball
barn
bat
bed
bell
brush
button
candle
car
chicken
church
clock
cow
doll
eagle
fence
ﬂag
football
fox
frog
glove

grasshopper
hammer
harp
house
key
lettuce
motorcycle
peach
pear
pencil
piano
pipe
pot
rabbit
refrigerator
rooster
ruler
shoe
star
tie
tomato
truck
turtle
watermelon
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